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ANNUAL REPORT: 1973-1974
I
It was a typical November evening in Hartford. Another gray day had ended,

and a group of fellow college presidents and I were sitting in the living room
having after-dinner coffee. The occasion was the annual meeting of the Associated Colleges of New England, a venerable assembly of the fourteen
oldest, independent institutions, hosted this year at Trinity. Frequently in
previous years, the presidents devoted this time to comparing notes on faculty
salaries or budgetary pressures. Not on this occasion. Ea~h person expressed
growing uneasiness that independent colleges and universities were losing
their sense of purpose. Our academic programs, though high in quality, lacked
coherence. Before the discussion closed, we agreed that this elusive question
of purpose pervaded almost everything that we do on our several campuses
and that, sooner rather than later, we must redefine our goals. We were pensively optimistic that our institutions could meet this challenge.
That discussion has nagged me ever since. As I believe an annual report
ought to discuss some significant issue confronting the College, I decided to
wrestle with this one for 1974, a decision fortified by another conversation
I shared with members of two Trinity faculty committees in late May.
We were on a "retreat" to discuss curricular developments. Commencement was over; people were relaxed; and we could talk leisurely in a rural
setting far removed from the immediate problems of the College. As we
reviewed the kind of requests for new courses and programs coming before
the committees and the methods by which to evaluate these requests, repeatedly we felt the need to state more clearly the purposes of a Trinity education.
We agreed that each professor and each department serves purposes wider
than the preparation of students in a discipline, but we had trouble articulating those broader goals in a precise enough manner to help a committee
choose among alternatives. The faculty concern with this problem at our
meeting impressed me deeply.
This year's essay explores our apprehensions about the future and considers that important question: why have a college like Trinity? There are
no instant answers to that question. Given the dilemmas of our contemporary thinking about higher education in this country, many have invoked
the traditional justification; but the words have a certain hollowness. Others
fabricate new slogans (one of my favorites is "learning facilitators") which
they hope will reassure pragmatic Americans. As so often, the problem is
more philosophical than changing a tire and less abstract than metaphysics.
But of one thing I am convinced: we have an uncertain consensus as to why
3

the smaller independent colleges should exist and our characteristic optimism
is more difficult of expression than it was a decade ago.
Have we outlived our time? Like other institutions in the past, could it be
that liberal arts colleges are antiquated, preserved only by the cosmetic cake
of custom; and that we do not recognize our own obsolescence? I do not think
so, but as an historian I am tempted to examine the relation between this kind
of college and the larger society for clues to our predicament.
The most likely cause of our uncertainty about purposes is that the turning
of the tide in favor of the large, publicly supported institutions has so altered
the dimensions of academia that some of our cherished assumptions have
become outmoded. No one questions the wisdom of America's decision to
open colleges and universities to all who can profit from advanced study. We
live in an era of mass higher education. But we are not, I hope, prepared to
lump together proprietary schools, community colleges, state colleges, public
universities, and independent institutions under Washington's new phrase,
"post-secondary education." Such terminology can further confuse us all, for
it implies a functional equivalency between a school of hairdressing and
Harvard which can only threaten the liberal arts with another dose of vocationalism. Our position is also weakened by the fact that we no longer have
a firm conviction about which knowledge is essential to all liberally educated
persons. It is just much more difficult to choose which things, among the ever
expanding range of information, are worth knowing.
It might be argued that these changes have created a hiatus and that only
time will restore agreement about why a college such as Trinity should exist.
Unfortunately, we do not have that time. We must arrive at a new consensus if
we are to give to learning its compelling quality. Too often we are so uncritically immersed in immediate probems that we fail to reflect upon the values
which should inform our independent colleges. And now that a hazy happiness has returned to the campus, after several years of redressment following
the late sixties, there is even less disposition to think in these terms.

There are other reasons why we cannot relax. Alumni also question the
fundamental goals of an undergraduate education. Some indelicately ask if
our primary function is merely to keep young people out of an overbuTdened
labor market for four years. Students themselves speculate wryly as to
whether they are preparing themselves for downward social mobility. Fortunately behind all this questioning lies a conviction that there are profound
reasons for education. Though elusive, those reasons represent the best
ground from which to create a consensus shattered in this era of immoderate
change, national disarray, and individual reassessment.
Historically, liberal arts colleges claimed to prepare certain men for a life4

time of learning, to help train the professionals society needed, and to perpetuate an elite leadership. It was not so important that each claim had some
validity, but that each presupposed a widely understood curriculum necessary to fulfill the objectives. Recently, in the face of greatly expanded public
education and highly priced independent · education, some have begun to
doubt such claims. Just as political platform pledges mean little if legislation
bears no resemblance, so will catalog rhetoric engender skepticism if a college 's stated purposes are not embodied in its programs and commensurate
with its resources. We have experienced this problem in recent years. Of
course, it is not new to the academic world. Some such feeling prompted
Ortega Y Gasset to insist in 1930 that Spaniards must formulate the purposes
of their universities and then work hard for reform if they were to relate
learning to the needs of that society. We would do well to heed his arguments
in light of the financial difficulties and changing relations between public a_nd
private institutions. The advice remains the same: decide upon your purposes
and all else will follow.
That answer sounds so teasingly simple - or simply teasing - that I am
suspicious. It is difficult to state durable purposes in an era of enormous
change. The tremendous expansion of higher education in America since
World War II placed great strain on our ability to respond to all the new
voices simultaneously. Colleges and universities did remarkably well in widening opportunities, meeting the challenge of Sputnik, and avoiding intellectual sclerosis. We have been so busy running to keep pace with change that
there has been limited opportunity or inclination for stock-taking - and so
much to take stock of.
There is another explanation. It is also difficult to state purposes during
a period of national moral insecurity. Although I am tired of the various
prophecies of decline which have flowed so freely since Watergate, it is
hardly contestable that the nation feels flawed. In such circumstances we
look for culprits and frequently blame ourselves. Higher 8ducation is not
immune. The Association of American University Professors confessed, if that
is the proper word, that faculty were at fault for not having drilled into persons greater sensitivity to improper political action. Hairshirts. are noble, but
I do not think that college faculty should scratch themselves too long: others
share the responsibility at the very least. But colleges being fungible, they
are likely targets of criticism for not having foreseen and prevented this
malfunctioning in our society. Actually the situation may be the reverse:
colleges and universities have themselves been more the victims than the
contributors of whatever decline has occurred. I would not dwell on this
point if it were not for the popularity of Whitehead's observation that the
greatness of a country is the product of its educational system. Presumably
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the reverse is true also: any slippage in national self-esteem may induce doubt
within and about the educational enterprise. Although the connection is less
than self-evident, the sentiment persists and accounts, in part, for the disillusionment in some of our colleges today.
Please do not misread me: I am not predicting some Wagnerian denouement, despite Jacques Barzun's warning in the sixties that the death of the
liberal arts college was imminent. Although some colleges are suffering, Trinity and many others are in no danger of collapse. In fact, I am undertaking
this re-examination of our purposes with guarded optimism; for Trinity, which
has survived far less promising prospects over its long history, has never been
stronger. But I am urging us, all of us who wish to see independent education
retain its prominence in America, that we face our problems and our critics
by stating our goals with clarity. Only then can we decide the proper range
of opportunities and the appropriate courses of study. Perhaps what emerges
most clearly from a retrospective glance is that Trinity cannot do all it might
wish or all we have recently tried to do. No matter how delightfully diffuse
and imaginative a college may be, it can suffer from too much uncertainty as
to how it can and should achieve its goals.
As the faculty knows- and accepts with good-humored skepticism- for
six years I have contended that we must foster an innovative spirit while
retaining considerable flexibility. Now . I am arguing for careful selectivity.
Trinity can afford to examine alternatives and choose among them because
it is a great institution from whom such leadership is. expected. It has the
confidence and eminence to withstand self-analysis; and it is sufficiently open
and candid that its alumni, parents, and friends will, I am confident, welcome
and participate in such scrutiny.
II

Among the purposes which Trinity theoretically might fulfill, which make
best sense? In this section of the report I shall review the alternatives in the
hope of sharpening our perspective on this institution's future. Academicians
have a curious habit of speaking frequently about the goals of programs but
seldom about the overall thrust of an institution. Admittedly a college does
not have as easily definable a role, either for the individual or for society, as
the symphony orchestra or museum; but I hope we can find a more precise
description than "a human enterprise dedicated to learning."
History suggests that its lowest common denominator has been as a sanctuary for scholarship.* Universities assembled the prime texts of an age and
*I am indebted to Robert Wolff's The Ideal of the University for many of the suggestions
contained in this section. It has been an admirable text in my seminar on higher education and is one of the better books on this topic.
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scholars studied them. Inelegantly expressed, this vital function is sometimes merely archival, a kind of preservation of the world's knowledge against
the resurgence of barbarism. Yet, it is not unimportant to acquaint students
with this tradition, and it appears' in contemporary parlance as "cultural heritage," that dialogue with the great ideas of the West - and, more recently,
of the non-Western areas as well. Such a goal defines the university as a
community of scholars.
In practice, colleges and universities have seldom restricted themselves to
this purpose. Maybe it sounds too much like waxworks. During the nineteenth century we find the customarily resonant statements by patriarchal
presidents that their institutions should serve society. In those days, and for
much of this century also, that meant readying the young men needed to fill
law offices, pulpits, schools, and later the medical field. By the 1900's the
"better" colleges were becoming training camps for university graduate programs. Institutions gained much of their reputation by the records of their
students in these prestigious centers of learning and research. Despite claims
to educating "the whole man," colleges believed their most direct contribution
to society lay in producing an elite group of men capable of pursuing advanced study. (My choice of gender has not been accidental: women still
occupied a quite secondary position in this objective.)
Preprofessional preparation led to specialization at the undergraduate level
and attached a new importance to the credential function which a college
degree satisfied. To provide certification of learning, there arose a complex
apparatus for reassuring the public of the validity of higher education. Obviously we are still living with the consequences of this development.
Naturally people came to feel that a main purpose of a college was to assure the appropriate transition from secondary school, where students were
presented with questions for which the answers are readily available in the
back of the book, to an understanding of the bases upon which our society
operates, so that a person could take up a career in the so-called "real world."
This function became conservative in the best sense of that word. The growth
of the public system of higher education reinforced this tendency. For a considerable period of time there was little opposition to what the radicals were
later to label as "the assembly line to Establishment Man." In many ways it
was the consequence of the preprofessional emphasis; it also flowed from
that long-standing obligation to acquaint students with our Western heritage.
Because of the historically oriented curricula, colleges did reinforce the
values which had become established in society for a given era, even though
they preferred to see themselves as the proponents of those values which
society subsequently adopted.
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What the general acceptance of these goals did, in effect, was to move
colleges from an almost exclusive attention to the individual to a broader
concern for that society whose support was necessary for their survival.
The process was never as self-conscious as that statement implies, but a
tug-of-war began to develop between meeting the needs of the individual
student and the growing number of national goals. We need only remember
the response to Sputnik to realize how sensitive higher education can be to
national needs.
Many commentators see in the expansion of American higher education
during the period since World War ·II a conversion of institutions into social
service stations. The linkage between this function and the others I have
mentioned is apparent: it is a self-conscious effort to provide the requisite
training for those professions and vocations which society deems important.
Most recently that has been expressed as meeting the "manpower needs" of
the nation. To some, such a goal depreciates the significance of undergraduate
education; to others, it suggests that colleges should stock their shelves and
let students choose what they want on the basis of their preferences - or
their guesses as to what will insure their success in society. Ironically, during
the recent clamor for "relevance," radical critics of the contemporary university found themselves using the same vocabulary as proponents of this
view. The cry went up that colleges should direct all their resources to the
domestic needs of the country, and few who uttered it realized that such an
integration could well eliminate an institution's critical function and invade
individual freedom.
In isolating these descriptions I exaggerate the element of differentiation.
Any observer of the collegiate scene would note that even a smaller institution like Trinity performs all these functions to some degree. In fact, it is the
multiplicity of tasks we have undertaken which gives rise to the feeling that'
the liberal arts colleges have lost their distinctive sense of purpose. This
issue has become increasingly important today because, now more than at
any time since 1945, independent colleges face the question of what to do to
assure their vitality. We cannot avoid playing multiple roles, but we can and
must decide which roles deserve the greatest amounts of our academic energies and resources.
Little wonder, then, the uneasiness we have all felt about trying to respond
creatively to so many different calls. We have been more generous than most
admit and our generosity has not always won us friends or improved our
reputations.

III
Among these theoretical models (the sanctuary for scholarship, the prepro-
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fessional school, the conservatory for present-day society, and the social
service center), which makes best sense for Trinity?
No institution can limit itself to being a sanctuary for scholarship. Of
course, the transmission of an inherited body of knowledge is essential, and
Trinity certainly intends to acquaint students with our heritage. But this
knowledge must relate to something significant. It is not simply that we avoid
the counting of angels dancing on the head of a pin; knowledge must take
the facts and relate them to the issues in a setting that suggests how they may
bear upon human problems. Even when dealing with abstractions, liberal
education must move beyond the vacuous generalization. That is the meaning of relevance, an oft-abused term. The sanctuary for scholarship may
lead to intellectual discoveries, but it runs the risk of failing to search out
those values which can help the student understand himself and his own
cultural setting.
The issue of preprofessional preparation has always troubled undergraduate liberal arts colleges. While everyone admits that adequate background
in a field is essential to a career, debate continues about the proportions undergraduate specialization should assume. As the Curriculum Committee
noted: "Students are increasingly oriented toward preprofessional training,
yet the College says that it as an institution is not. Could this present a
problem? Is the College more preprofessionally oriented than it cares to
admit?" The questions trouble anyone concerned about the broader goals
of the liberal arts. Therefore, I posed myself the possibility that the future
might lie with those colleges which concentrate on a top-notch program leading directly to professional schools and job opportunities.
Many arguments have been raised in defense of this motion. Some hold
that a professionally oriented college is more successful in preparing young
people for advanced study than one in which the goal is liberal learning.
Frankly, there is no evidence to support this claim, except as one speaks of
the technical institute with its explicit vocational aims. And industry repeatedly reminds us that, for many positions, they prefer to take the broadly
educated person and provide their own training programs. Moreover, I do
not believe that, given the rate of change in the job market, a college can
successfully anticipate the specific curricular needs which attentiveness to
professional fields requires. At least colleges have not had an impressive
record in laying down the right rails, and spurs and switches , to plan against
future requirements.
Others maintain that students, encouraged by their parents, will choose
the professionally oriented college, whether that is the mark of wisdom or
not. Once again, there is no solid evidence to support this contention. To be
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sure, our students expect such opportunities to be available in a liberal arts
institution. But the kind of narrow vocationalism which the government has
recognized in its recent funding policies appeals primarily to a different
student than Trinity attracts. Certainly, the students in my course in higher
education consistently argue in behalf of a broad approach not geared to
career preparation.
A final argument comes from some faculty members who believe that professional knowledge is what endures from an undergraduate education. Here
the evidence refutes that claim: what endures are the attitudes, perceptions,
and general intellectual skills a student acquires in college. How many remember for long the data, the bits and pieces of information, accumulated in
specific courses during four years of college? We retain some of that knowledge, but that is seldom as significant as the ability we have acquired to
think systematically about significant matters. Therefore, I persist in believing that the substance of liberal learning lies in the power of analysis, an
appreciation for the relatedness of discrete fields, the philosophical presuppositions, the understanding of both implicit and explicit values. As Harold
Howe of the Ford Foundation remarked this spring: "Men do things or they
don't, in part because of their beliefs in what is right or wrong, important or
unimportant ... " On this point, more later.
IV
But even if we agree on this philosophical, value-sensitive purpose, the
curriculum can functiqn in ways that bear little relation to such a general
goal. Trinity offers about 600 courses. Departments develop areas of concentration. Faculty-scholars work on special problems. Therefore, it is relatively
easy for institutional goals to float above the curriculum and to have virtually no purchase on what actually happens in the classroom.
At the faculty retreat which I mentioned at the outset of this report, we
talked about this problem. I was impressed, as I am sure you would have
been also, with the concern which the Trinity faculty have for those obligations which extend beyond their respective departments. They sense the need
to convey their broader intellectual commitments to students. Therefore, these
remarks reflect their uneasiness as well as my own.
The uneasiness derives from speculation about the consequences of having
dropped all requirements except the major, or area of concentration. As everyone no doubt recalls, by virtually unanimous consent in the 1960's, liberal
arts colleges discontinued the general education programs which had been
dominant since the 1930's. Out went the typical freshman English, introductory history, calculus, and distribution requirements. There was a strong
11

conviction that these programs provided little more than a cultural veneer;
or, as I remarked in a speech last fall, "faculty questioned the efficacy of a
required program of studies which they taught with declining conviction and
students received with diminishing enthusiasm." Sometimes such changes are
cyclical, but in this instance the expansion in the number of fields of knowledge represented on a typical faculty added impetus to the shift toward
greater curricula freedom for undergraduates. In addition, improvements in
secondary schools reduced the need for certain common courses. (Now many
would dispute that observation.) It seemed· impossible to identify what every
student should know~ and, because of developments at the secondary level,
what every freshman did know. Most colleges have lived with this "openness" in the curriculum for at least five years. At Trinity we have begun a
study of the two classes which have graduated under the new curriculum:
we want to determine what actually has happened. Have students been venturesome or have they chosen narrowly? Such a study will give us some
clues; but this analysis, even where combined with the departmental review
of courses that occurs regularly at Trinity, concerns only one level. It will not
answer the question of whether a given course is liberally taught in the sense
that it frees a person's mind from preconceptions and reaches out to questions
of a broad nature.
There is another problem. Since the College cannot multiply new programs
or encourage the net addition of new courses, how do we decide when to
exchange one program for another- whether to cut back one area to reinforce an oversubscribed and traditionally strong field? Trade-offs are never
popular. For example, what program will give up a position so as to bring
an anthropologist to the campus? As college and university enrollments reach
something like a steady state, we shall face this dilemma frequently. At
Trinity, since we do not wish to expand, we face this issue now. It is part
of the necessary stock-taking. I firmly believe that concentration on what
we do especially well is preferable to a diffusion of effort. More than ever,
in other words, we must be constantly mindful of the dangers of trying to
be all things to all people.
To make the proper decisions will, of course, require agreement on Trinity's
educational emphasis, our reasons for being an undergraduate college. We
have begun to discuss the criteria, and it appears we may be able to arrive
at a consensus about what Trinity should be ten years hence. I am not suggesting that we can all agree as to whether the study of King Lear or computer programming is more important for the future doctor. We can, however,
decide whether a course or a program is primarily concerned with humanistic
values, the quickening of the mind and the enlargement of the individual, or
whether it is a course designed to improve one's manipulative skills.' Trinity
13

can never assure a parent that a senior can run an accounting machine, but
we ought to be able to account for why he values one thing over another. He
should have the intellectual discipline necessary to separate the verifiable
from the non-verifiable. He should know what it is to be responsive to a
question and responsible to himself for the answer. In short, he should know
much about the human condition.
Let me turn from students to faculty. As we seek to elucidate our academic
emphasis, how can faculty express more directly their commitment to those
institutional purposes which transcend the goals of their respective disciplines? This is treacherous territory, for faculty are appointed because of
their ability to teach and to pursue scholarship in specific fields, and certainly
our procedures for promotion and tenure place overwhelming weight on departmental performance. These are necessary conventions, but they need not
eliminate the possibility of a wider involvement. Trinity has recognized the
wider commitment by allowing faculty to offer College Courses outside of
their specialties; we also have the option of appointment as a College Professor. I am now inclined to think that, if we really believe in our task as
liberal arts college, we could experiment with an explicit representation of
our breadth of view. I have proposed to some faculty that one-third of a
professor's time should be available for teaching in freshman seminars, college courses, experimental programs; in short, for whatever represents an
outreach, a countermovement to that "intellectual recessiveness" to which
Lionel Trilling properly drew attention as characteristic of recent university
discussion,s. Once again, Trinity might become a pacesetter in finding an
answer that would lend credence to our claims to liberal learning.
This argument is not in behalf of bygone simplicity. I have always been
suspicious of our remembrance of the brighter past when classrooms were
benign encounters between great teachers and curious (and polite) students.
By the same token, I find unrewarding the contentions that today's students
are always brighter and that some intellectual magic has replaced raccoon
coats as emblematic of collegiate life. All this is friendly mythology. No, I
make this proposal because I think it speaks directly to some of the issues
raised in this report.

v
These observations relate to other matters as well. In admissions this year,
Trinity experienced a dramatic 20% increase in the number of completed
applications. Intense competition limited our "take" to 42% of those to whom
we offered admission. It has become increasingly difficult to attract the academically gifted student. There are indications that the most talented students
may be wondering if the liberal arts college is the best choice- that is,
whether it has anything more to offer than a pale reflection of the university.
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Because of these problems, Trinity was pleased to be asked to join a consortium of independent colleges and universities designed to probe systematically new ways of financing higher education. Special attention will be given
to financial aid for students. At present the consortium includes Amherst,
Brown, Dartmouth, Harvard, Mount Holyoke, Princeton, Wellesley, and Wesleyan. Asked to join are: Bryn Mawr, Columbia, Cornell, Duke, Northwestern,
Smith, Stanford, Swarthmore, Trinity, University of Chicago, University of
Pennsylvania, University of Rochester, Williams, and Yale. We all hope
that imaginative new approaches to this vexing issue will emerge from this
collaboration.
Financial realities may have another consequence. Liberal arts colleges
may devote greater and greater attention to determining what the public will
buy in the way of undergraduate education. Certainly colleges must be sensitive to what students and parents are looking for. But what worries many of
us is that consumerism is not entirely compatible with the integrity of the
liberal arts. In exaggerated form, it could make the purpose of a college education the provision of whatever enough people want. I hope education is
subtler than the price per pound of quantity - or quality.
For all th~ reasons I have cited above, I am convinced that we must describe Trinity's educational purposes, clearly indicating that the undergraduate
years are not merely an extension of what has occurred before in a student's
experience or simply a preparation for still more training: they are unique
and highly important years. In the process of the review in which we are now
engaged, we also must make sure that we do not create the "baroque" college
in which all of us unwittingly conspire to avoid responsibilities. Undergraduate education must be significant or it will become little more than a happy
diversion for a certain age group, a stopping-out place for young adults.
I hardly think we are about to become an indolent ivory tower. But if that
risk did impend, one development would probably avert it; namely, the rising
interest in continuing education. Trinity is experimenting through the Individualized Degree Program with one form of educational opportunity for
older people. We do not yet know whether it will succeed, for we have only
begun a careful evaluation of our experience. But we are persuaded that it
has become a significant model of an alternative approach to learning and
from our experience we have already discovered ways in which it may improve our regular instructional programs. Simultaneously we are discussing
other ways in which we might appropriately contribute to the desire of older
people in returning to the systematic consideration of broadly humanistic
issues on a college campus.
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Even though Trinity seeks diversity and considers other qualities among its
entering students, we do need the leaven of the truly brilliant student. This is
still another reason for us to clarify our goals and to reinforce the intrinsic
values of an undergraduate education. Only then can the prospective student
sense the difference between the smaller liberal arts college and the large
university. Once again, that is why our present effort is so important;
ultimately we are talking about the quality of the educational experience
at Trinity.
What may surprise some readers is that thus far I have not referred to
resources. Lest they be disappointed, let me relate the fiscal exigencies which
independent colleges and universities now confront to these other considerations. Television has not, alas, helped the public to understand the implications of our present economy for higher education. There is a growing feeling
that private colleges may be unable to justify their high costs, or that families
will not pay for their children to speculate about the liberal arts. Obviously
inflation affects colleges just as directly as it does the household budget. But
Trinity does not face any crisis of survival. We have redressed our finances
and so balanced our revenues and expenditures that we have an enviable
five-year record of running in the black. We have no intention, as some editorials and documentaries suggest, of charging more and providing less. To
the contrary, we have tried to meet these financial difficulties through greater
efficiency and, to the extent possible, harder work. Nonetheless, costs continue
to rise.
What is most troublesome about financial matters is that the present constraints make the reassessment of priorities both pressing and difficult. We
find ourselves increasingly trapped by what is called "incremental budgeting."
In order to maintain our present operations, we squeeze and push dollars
around and somehow (a managerial secret!) preserve our essential quality for
yet another year. I am proud of the manner in which the administrative
officers and the faculty sustain our programs and services in the face of this
unattractive economy. Yet, as I indicated in last year's report, I am uneasy
about the extrapolations into the future. Without sufficient margin to rearrange priorities- that is, to venture capital in seeking to improve our programs or to enlarge our library- we cannot make much headway. If this
argument applies to Trinity, it applies doubly to most other independent
colleges in this country. The time has come for alumni and friends of the
independent colleges to increase their commitment to the maintenance of
these institutions which, more than any others, represent the vanguard of
American higher education. A failure to support Trinity and other independent colleges can only mean that ultimately we shall have a homogenous
public system increasingly open to political intrusion and unstable direction.
16

VI

In conclusion, I wish to suggest, at a more philosophical level, why I regard
this re"-examination of purposes as critical at Trinity. Recently, Professor
Douglas Heath of Haverford wrote an article entitled "Educating for Maturity." From his studies o_f seniors, he concluded that "the distinctive, enduring
impact of their liberal education was the maturing of their values and concepts
of themselves." Students entering Trinity are eager for its challenges, and
they soon discover their inherited thought patterns and values need close
scrutiny and testing if they are to mature and to learn in a more sophisticated
manner. It is this disposition which can make the undergraduate years a
unique experience in the assessment of individual values and of the world
in which a person will spend his life.
Another thoughtful observer of the academic scene phrased this opportunity most eloquently. In his Predicament of the University, Henry David
Aiken described undergraduate life as "a time of developing experience, of
intrinsic value to human beings already in command of their youthful powers of imagination, empathetic perception, and sympathy. Young men and
women, who may never again have such a bright perception of their own
indefeasible being, require far more from the college than the development of
skills essential to success in their later careers; they need a sense both of the
gladness of learning and of their daily enlargement of their own subjective
reality; the worth, that is to say, of their present existence, their moral intuitions, their aspirations for all their kind, their awareness that they belong to,
and are part of, an encompassing Presence, which the pathos and the tragedy
of human existence can darken but never destroy." The sombre ending is a
stark reminder of the moral imperative of undergraduate liberal arts education.
Since I am in a quoting mood, let me repeat here what I said on the o~ca
sion of the Newcomen dinner given in honor of Trinity College on December
5, 1973, to mark our 150th Anniversary:
"My response to this crisis of purpose is that there is in fact a valuable
function which the liberal arts colleges can perform, a purpose which will
distinguish them from the large universities, the vocational schools, and
the experimental institutions-a purpose which addresses directly our
present ambivalence. I have proposed that, as we consider the future of
Trinity College, we undertake to emphasize values, those human values
which influence every decision we make ... In this context I am referring
to the assumptions we bring to our teaching, to our separate disciplines,
to the priorities we set. For all that we do as individuals in a college, as in
life, is value-laden. Since our responses depend upon the set of values we
have developed, surely a college education should heighten our sensitivity
to the choices we shall make."
18

Inevitably these thoughts rest on an interpretation of our world today.
However much or little, recent events in this country may have shaken our
confidence in the future, we still believe in progress. To be sure, we know
society will become more technical; sometimes we are bewildered by the
complexity of it all; and we may wish to retreat to more primitive times.
But I trust that we are smart enough to prevent the mechanistic world
envisioned in 1984 or A Clockwork Orange·. The bulldozer need not become
our chief archaeological remain. Though dedicated to a humanistic view, I
recognize that it will require all the tools of science, engineering, economics
and the social sciences to manage our limited resources so that they serve
people in their search for a better life.
In Anti-memoires, Andre Malraux, the distinguished French novelist, re. cords an interesting conversation with Pandit Nehru, the former Indian prime
minister. Nehru observed that something was lacking in modern man, a value
according to which he could order his life. The novelist wondered whether
we should not refer to values in the plural. "But how would the man-an-thestreet answer you if asked what he desired most?" Nehru inquired. Malraux'
answer intrigues me, for he concluded that our contemporary civilization may
be the first in which there are no supreme values for the majority of men:
there would be no single, clear answer. If correct, that is truly lamentable.
Yet, I would question if that is so. Certainly today's students seem disinclined
to accept such anomie.
Therein lies our hope, for young people sense the awesomeness of our age.
They instinctively realize along with Daniel Bell that "there is a dual aspect to
man as he stands recurrently at the juncture of nature and history. As a
creature of nature, he is subject to its brutal contingencies; as a self-conscious
spirit he can stand outside both nature and history to control the direction of
his fate. But human freedom is a paradox. Man is limited, subject to casual
necessity, and bound to finite conditions; yet because of his imagination he is
free to choose his own future and be responsible for his own actions. He is
able to step over his own finiteness, yet that very step itself risks sin because
of the temptations of idolatry. That is the contradiction between finitude and
freedom. That is quandary of human existence." [Daniel Bell, "Technology,
Nature and Society," The American Scholar, Summer, 1973, p. 403.]
It is my conviction that the younger generation will make their choices in
the face of this quandary according to the ideas of humanity they develop
during their undergraduate years at a college like Trinity. And I think that
there is no better purpose for Trinity than the exploration of those ideas. Ours
should be the goal of humane society.
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With sadness I conclude this Annual Report with a tribute to four Trinity
colleagues who died during this last academic year. Professor Lawrence
Towle guided the fortunes of the economics department for many years
and through his scholarship and teaching brought eminence to the College.
The philosophy department grew significantly under the leadership of Professor Blanchard Means whose intellectual acumen and humane concerns
meant so much to his students and friends. Professor Haroutune Dadourian,
the senior emeritus professor at Trinity, brought both color and discipline
to his teaching of mathematics and remained during his many years of
retirement an active member of the Trinity community. Appointed initially
to the department of engineering, Captain Wendell Kraft served also as
special assistant to President Jacobs, and in his many activities displayed
a courtesy and concern that left all of us in his debt.
To the memory of these distinguished men I dedicate this year's Report.
Theodore D. Lockwood
Summer 1974
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